I Remember You
Lee Konitz solo from his CD "Motion"

Transcribed by Charles McNeal

Alto Sax

210 bpm (very relaxed with the phrasing and time feel)

D G#m C7 D A#m D7 G G#m C7 F#m B7

Em A7 D G#m C7 F A#m D7 G G#m C7

D A#m D7 G C#m F#7 B

C#m F#7 B Bm E7 A

Em A7 D G#m C7 D F#m7b5 B7#9 G#m C7 F#m B7 G#m C7 F#m B7 E#m A7 D E#m A7

Chord Changes continue ----- cracked note